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“Discerning the Times in the Light of the Word…since 1983!”

Recognized Christian Apologist and Radio host asks, “Does anyone
remember Hillary Clinton’s séances and contact with
Eleanor Roosevelt?”
Author and speaker, Eric Barger presents compelling information to challenge Christian and conservative
voters concerning the spiritual life and influences of Hillary Clinton.
Barger states, “It’s one thing to elect a secularist whose policies we agree with most. It’s quite another to
support an admitted practicing occultist for the highest office in the land. Communing with ‘the dead’ is a
dangerous spiritual activity with ominous consequences before God. Biblical Christians have a right, even a
responsibility, to expose how serious the ideas embraced by Mrs. Clinton actually are.”
Barger, who co-hosts “Understanding The Times” radio (heard on 820 stations each weekend), questions how
biblical Christians can support a candidate with a 20+ year history of operating in at least one of what he refers
to as ‘The Nine Forbidden Practices of the Occult.’
Quoting from his book, Entertaining Spirits Unaware: The End-Time Occult Invasion, Barger told a crowd
in Orange, Texas last weekend that “God reserves the strongest condemnatory language in the entire Bible for
the activities listed in Deuteronomy 18: 9-12. Necromancy, or attempting to contact any entity in the spirit realm
except God, is referred to as an ‘abomination’ by God Himself. That’s true regardless of whether someone is
Democrat, Republican, Independent - or Martian!”
Eric Barger documents that since the early 1990’s Hillary Clinton has claimed to have regular contact with
deceased former First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt and deceased Indian Prime Minister Mahatma Gandhi. He
says, “In reality, Hillary Clinton is not communicating with Roosevelt and Gandhi. According to the Bible they
are eternally unavailable for comment. She’s actually hearing from demonic beings merely feigning the famous
dead. That’s not at all comforting considering Mrs. Clinton could soon control America’s nuclear trigger.”
For more, Barger’s new 68 minute DVD, “New Age or Not: What Difference Does it Make?” carefully
documents the spiritual life and influences of Hillary Clinton.

Eric Barger is available for media interviews and presentations. Contact him at:
Take A Stand! Ministries - POB 279 - Spanaway, WA 98387
Phone: (214) 289-5244 Email: New.Age.or.Not@gmail.com Website: www.ericbarger.com
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New Age or Not: What Difference Does it Make?
Examining the Spiritual Life and Influences of Hillary Clinton
NEW DVD production by Eric Barger
Mrs. Clinton claims to be an “old fashioned Methodist” but who and
what really dictates her spiritual beliefs?
What about the séances and ongoing necromancy?
Who is Michael Lerner and the Marxist philosophy of Tikkun
Magazine? Obama had Bill Ayers and Clinton has Lerner. Now, the
country needs to know it!
Why Hillary will not reverse but rather increase Obama’s open-door
policy on Islam and illegal aliens.
Unless the email server scandal proves to be her undoing, Hillary
Clinton is still considered the odds on favorite to be elected
President of the United States in November 2016. But does
America really know what they are getting if they put her in the
White House?
Eric Barger has chronicled the spiritual odyssey of Hillary Clinton
since the early 1990's. Now, considering the race for President, the
need to sound this alarm is greater than ever before.
Eric Barger states, “It would not matter if she were Democrat,
Republican, or Independent. For the sake of our nation the spiritual practices that fuel Hillary Clinton must be
known."
This 68 minute live DVD presentation contains information you, your family, and friends are not hearing in the
major media. America need to hear the inconvenient, eye-opening truth.
Eric Barger is available for media interviews and presentations. Contact him at:

Take A Stand! Ministries - POB 279 - Spanaway, WA 98387
Phone: (214) 289-5244 Email: New.Age.or.Not@gmail.com Website: www.ericbarger.com

